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"The Friendship Bracelet"
Issue 1

Conjurak is a romantic fantasy 
that follows failed writer, Trenton, 
as he makes friends when he is 
selected by a friendship bracelet 
called the “Conjurak.” Together 
with an orc, elf, and nature fairy 
as his new friends, they avoid 
Magnus, the previous Conjurak, 
from his devious plans.Colors pg 1-10
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Conjurak



Astravia.

the orc, elf, nature, and cyber realms are some
of the many realms In the world of Astravia.

Astravia benefits from Elder Trees
that disperse their energy to the
realms if a representative from
each realm comes calling to

the ancient spell of the Conjurak. 

The Conjurak is a friendship
bracelet that asks for the best
of each realm to unite with the

Conjurak bearer when summoned.
And as long as they all remain alive,
all their respective realms benefit

from Elder Tree energy. But if any
of them should perish, the power

of the Conjurak fades until a
new Conjurak is found.

conjurak Magnus has just summoned Elf
Queen Baelen and Orc King Rogthun for
what they have discovered is the last time.

Magnus has informed his summoned friends
that the Nature Fairy King Venrie has died. 

That...is
unfortunate.
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The conjurak bracelet
begins to fade as the

friendship spell breaks. 

We are
at an end
for us.

I ask that when
the Conjurak

chooses its next
wearer, send

your worst to
be summoned.

You both will, of
course, be rewarded
to your satisfaction.

But first--

will no one rid me
of these turbulent

nature spirit soldiers? 



Gladly, Magnus.

No.

For king venrie!

You orc filth!

No!

My turn now,
Gentlemen.

THWAKK!

And as this
last soldier dies…

His last thoughts are
what all of Astravia thinks.

Which poor
soul will be the
next conjurak? 
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hey tammy.

They didn't accept
my proposal again.

I don't know when
I'll ever get one

accepted, but I still
have hope that--

The answer to that question
would not come until four years later

on a tiny planet called “earth.” 

This is Trenton. 

He is coming home
after being rejected

by another publishing
company. But he is

about to find that his
day is about to get

much worse. 

This is two years
before that.

Trenton's home.
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these aren't mine.

oops. Sorry
trenton.

sorry, tammy?
and tanner, you're

my best friend!

well, now you know.
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What's this?
A bracelet?

Or maybe a
good luck charm.

Maybe my life
will be better.

I mean, it
can't get

any worse.

What a nightmare.
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I need to go
on Break.

Two years later, four
years since the death of

king Venrie, it did get
worse for trenton. 

But it is about
to get better. 

Trenton's Apartment.



Now
what is
this?

Looks
like a friendship

bracelet.

I need some friends right about now.



must
have had too

much.

Are
you an
orc?

Yes!

My
name is juon. 
What's your 

name?

Trenton.

And him?

I'm
an elf, and my name is

myrin.So,
you're an

orc.

Yes. And
he's an

elf? Yes.

And
I'm hilariously

drunk.



The
conjurak picked

this guy? Hey, Juon
is it?

Are
you one of the

best fighters in the
orc realm?

Not
at all!

and I
am the worst

magic user in the
elven realm. We are
the worst of all our

kind. What a
joke.

Are
you two
done?
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Hey!
Where did
my bottle

go?

Why
make poor

decisions, Trenton,
when I can make

them for
you?
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Hey.
I know her. 

That's Queen Amaryllis 
from the nature 

realm.

Didn't
the king there
die four years

ago?

Yeah.
Hey, I thought

we're all losers,
but she's the top

fairy.



Wait.

Orcs. Elves. Nature
Spirits.

I'm
definitely

drunk.
I

have to go back to my
place.

Boo!

Ahh!



Trenton's apartment.

Boring.

Ahh!

you 
should watch
ghost horror

films.

that's
a horrible

idea!

I'm
already
seeing
things.

Oh,
trenton. You're

so silly. Let
me have at that

remote.

Can
someone tell

me what's
going on?

Sure. What
you have on your wrist is called 

the "Conjurak."



"Conjurak..."

Yes. You are now a
conjurer and have

the ability to summon
three friends from

our planet,
astravis. But

the power goes
away if one of us

dies. 

The
last wearer

used the summoning
power to be all

powerful.

Well, I
don't want power.
I just want to be
a good writer.

A
writer? How
delightful!

Yes!
Tell us more about

your wonderful writing, 
Trenton.

Trenton?



Ahh!

What
are you all
doing in my

bed?!

{yawn}

Do
you always have

to scream,
Trenton?



I
got this,

guys!

Ahh! {oof!}

I'll
take them

out with my
spells!

"Kill!"

Oh.

Never mind.

{sigh}
"Final

strike."





Breakfast?

Well...

...damn.



WE
have found

the next
conjurak.

For
you three,

your orders
are simple.

Capture
amaryllis so
she can finish

what her husband
started.

Magnus's castle.
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